Incidental learning of image-mediated or pronounced words after right temporal lobectomy.
The use of visual images in word recall by patients with right temporal lobectomy was studied by testing the incidental learning of 40 (20 abstract, 20 concrete) words that had been either carefully pronounced or the referent visualized. When tested immediately after presentation of the list, the right temporal-lobe group (N = 30) did not differ from a matched normal control group, but in delayed recall 2 hours later the patient group showed impaired recall of concrete words that had been visualized. Recall of visualized abstract words was also poor but not significantly so, while pronounced words, whether abstract or concrete, were recalled normally. Further analysis revealed an impaired recall for visualized concrete words in both immediate and delayed testing in patients having a large right hippocampal removal, indicating an important role of the mesial temporal structures in image recall.